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Abstract 
 
     Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a complex and lifelong neurodevelopmental disorder that is 
widely variable in presentation and intensity of defining features. ASD affects 1 in 94 Canadians and 
is increasing in prevalence. The variety of professionals who work with children with ASD have an 
accumulation of experiences that can be instructive and inspiring for other practitioners. This study 
explored how their wealth of experiences might be encapsulated as short vignettes or stories that 
could be analyzed and used as resources for educating current and future professionals. Six stories 
were collected from diverse professionals, and themes were summarized in order to demonstrate the 
types of lessons that can be learned through a clinician’s story of a significant moment or event in 
working with a child with ASD. The stories highlighted challenges and breakthroughs in 
communication and managing the child’s challenging behaviours, as well as skills and techniques that 
professionals have found effective in practice. The study shows that clinician’s stories hold valuable 
information that can be shared with professionals in an interesting and memorable manner. Future 
research could expand on this study to build larger collections of stories with additional viewpoints 
and specific professional insights and experiences with a variety of children in their practice. 


